
NWPR does NOT use a maximum prop RPM like SRAC. We may move to that in the future, but for now - 
please reference the rules bellow. The fastest planes at the races fly the shortest course and dont cut. 
 
Aircraft: 
SkyAngel / Funfighter's = ~600mm class mini warbirds. Most of us fly the RareBear. NWPR has about 8 
planes in stock for purchase (as "kits") for $85.00. We'd like these to be as stock as possible. That is no 
"clipped wing" mods. If things on the plane change slightly due to repairs that's totally fine. Just don't 
hack off 1/2 the wing.  
 
Flight Stabilization Systems / BuddyBox Trainers: 
Systems like the Spektrum AS3X / Safe Select ARE legal to use. Please contact Sherman for help with 
setup. These systems will NOT make the model faster in a straight line! But if configured properly, it will 
make the plane easier to fly smoothly - and have some self recovery options if you get in trouble. 
We will also have a buddy box option ready to go for any new pilots who'd like to give this a shot without 
fear of crashing. As a new 1st time race pilot you will be paired with one of our more experienced racers 
to back you up on your first races. These are NOT trainer planes, you need to be a competent aileron 
capable pilot. But the buddy box option is there for the 1st time jitters :)  
 
Fastest Planes: 
RareBear / SeaFury / P-51 / Corsair 
Best flying and handling = RareBear (by far) 
 
Paint scheme: 
Please come up with a cool paint scheme that makes your plane unique and easy to see! 
 
Legal Motors: 
Whatever came with your original plane - OR one of the NWPR approved motors (currently the "green 
motor"). If you are totally dominating and have the fastest plane on the day, we will probably make sure 
you are flying a "green motor". We are trying to even out the playing field and give everyone an equal 
chance.  
NWPR will have motors for sale at the races. We will go over the motor options in more detail at the 
pilots meeting.  
 
Props: 
Any prop: We all use a APC 5.5x4.5. Feel free to experiment if you'd like. I've personally tried all of the 
them and the 5.5x4.5 is the best option.  
 
Spinner: 
Any spinner - we all use the ~30mm spinners with the aluminum backplate and plastic spinner. (these 
will be available to purchase at the field). If you'd like to experiment with spinners - go for it.  
 
Speed Controls: 
Any ESC is fine 
 
Battery: 
Any 3cell Li-po (regular, not the HV).  Remember warm batteries work better then freezing cold ones. 
Also - remember the game is all about available voltage under load. Bigger cells = more juice at full 
throttle, but at the expense of weight. its a balance.  Most of use use 3cell 1000 mha cells.  



 
 
 


